
 At Curos, we give your child 
quality academic, holistic, and 
personal care, supporting their 

all-round development.

OUR MISSION
At Curos, we care about 
developing well-rounded children. 
Our mission is to grow every child 
holistically, so they are equipped 
for school and life.

OUR PROMISE
We combine academic rigour, 
holistic learning, and quality 
student care so that your child 
receives an enriching after-school 
experience.

OUR
PROGRAMMES
Our academic programmes are delivered
by two of Singapore's premium enrichment 
providers, Learning Point and Hua Cheng, 
so your child receives excellent teaching 
across English, Chinese, Maths and Science.

Using McKinsey-researched pedagogy, 
we integrate this academic learning with
fun and enriching programmes (STEM, 
Digital literacy, Public-speaking etc.) that 
prepare your child to be future ready.

The complete 
a�er-school 

solution

Sign up now for an info 
session and centre tour at

www.curos.com.sg
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Our teachers have years of teaching 
experience at Learning Point and 
Hua Cheng – Singapore’s premium 
enrichment providers.

We ensure low student-teacher 
ratios, allowing teachers to pay
better attention to each child.

OUTSTANDING 
TEACHING

Excel in English, Math, and Science 
with Learning Point’s established 
Primary Excellence Programmes.

Love Chinese with Hua Cheng’s 
decades-tested Chinese language 
excellence programmes.

Holistically, McKinsey-researched 
interdisciplinary programmes give 
your child knowledge beyond the 
textbook.

ESTABLISHED 
PROGRAMMES

WHY US
THE 6-POINT
CUROS DIFFERENCE

We love having open and regular 
conversations about your child. This 
includes sharing lesson summaries 
and your child’s progress with you too.

You’ll be better empowered to 
support your child, and it’s
rewarding for us too.

Get guided recreation and rest time 
with our student-care teachers. Plus, 
your child will love mealtimes with
our nutritionist-planned daily meals.

We “eat the rainbow”, including 
colours like tomatoes, greens,
milk, fruits, and more.

ROBUST 
PARENT-TEACHER

PARTNERSHIP

PREMIUM 
STUDENT CARE

STUDENT-CENTRIC 
ENVIRONMENT

We provide point-to-point transport 
for your child from Curos back home, 
so you don’t need to beat traffic or 
rearrange your workday to pick up 
your child.

POINT-TO-POINT 
TRANSPORT

Stress-free and conducive - that’s the 
environment we know kids need.

Our centres have an uncluttered 
design, and with appropriate visual 
and audio stimulation too. This helps 
your child be calm, comfortable, and 
focused  - so they can learn better. 


